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ACME TACKLE COMPANY’S TROPHY SPOON® BREAKS THE ICE FOR HOT WINTERTIME FISHING 

Unique Shape, Action and Underwater Flash Tempt Gamefish When Jigged Through The Ice 

Experienced fishermen know that to consistently catch trophy gamefish through the ice, you must adapt to 
their feeding behaviors in the dark, cold waters below.   You need to attract their attention and “fire up” their 
predatory instincts with action and flash.  At the same time, you need to recognize that slow-moving 
gamefish want a substantial meal they won’t have to work too hard to chase down. 

These feeding characteristics make vertical jigging particularly effective through the ice — and make Acme 
Tackle Company’s Trophy Spoon® an especially deadly weapon for ice fishermen.  The thick body and 
shape of the Acme Trophy Spoon help this jigging spoon sink quickly to the desired depth.   When moved 
up and down with the rod tip, the Acme Trophy Spoon darts and flutters like a wounded baitfish, drawing 
interest from predators with action, flash and color.  The ability to entice fish with frantic action while 
remaining in a cold-water fish’s “feeding zone” is key to effective ice jigging. 

With Acme’s Trophy Spoon in ¼-oz., ½-oz. and ¾-oz. sizes, “hard-water” anglers can catch everything from 
panfish, bass and trout to walleye and pike.  Acme manufactures each Trophy Spoon with a hammered 
chrome or 24-karat gold plate finish, creating the lifelike illusion of baitfish scales and reflecting the limited 
light under the ice in all directions with each movement of the lure.  A variety of color accents — including 
chartreuse/black spot, red and blue — are available to increase contrast and mimic local forage.   Available 
bucktail teasers increase the overall profile of the lure and add to the fish-tempting movement with even 
small movements of the rod. 

Like all Acme metal lures, the Trophy Spoon is built to last through many winters of action, with a quality 
constructed body, extra strong hooks and stainless steel split rings. 

To learn about catching fish with the Acme Trophy Spoon through the ice — or Acme’s full line of proven 
metal lures for all types of fresh or saltwater angling — contact Acme Tackle Co. at 69 Bucklin St., 
Providence, RI 02907 • Telephone: (401) 331-6437 • Or visit online at: www.acmetackle.com. 
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